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 not shown because not ready see more... Veeam Backup & Replication 10.0 Beta 9 for Linux Today I received a preview of
Veeam Backup & Replication 10.0 beta 9 for Linux. Veeam is always the first to test new releases of their software and I have
no doubt it will be great, but I will say this is the first beta release that actually works. I was able to get it installed and running

from the ISO image and setup on a VM and get VMs deployed and back them up. For me this is exciting because it is something
that has been missing on Linux for me and I love the ease of use and flexibility of Linux. I am super excited and you should be

too because Veeam has built some powerful new features into the product. One of the biggest improvements is the RAID
capability. There is no product on the market today that can do this and with a 3rd party partner it is built in. When you select

this option you can configure an array to be backup device or replication device. If you select the array is a backup device, then
you will get the option of mirroring and striping. Each virtual machine you configure can be set to backup to one drive or

multiple drives. Veeam will setup automatic of course but you can also do this manually. I am using this feature on an ESX host
running VMs and have it all configured to replicate VMs using the sync replication. It has been working great and I was able to

go and add more VMs and the system seamlessly added them. It makes disaster recovery a breeze and I can’t wait to try it in
production. Veeam Backup & Replication 10.0 beta 9 for Linux also supports VMware vSAN and Microsoft Azure and I will

do a separate blog post about those features. I’ve also found that it does not require a reboot to deploy/use the new release. I had
to use the beta software a few times but the installation process is pretty smooth. I did have to uninstall the existing Veeam
Backup & Replication and install the beta software a couple of times because the paths were off. If you are a Veeam user
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